(Note - these notes are not represented as a complete verbatim transcript of proceedings - even a practised stenographer would have found that next to impossible to record from the public area. But as far as possible I believe them to be accurate and fair to all parties; when the official transcript becomes available it will of course be a simple matter to correct any inaccuracies that may be brought to my attention. If any names are incorrectly spelled, I apologise, and again, will of course correct where necessary. -pc) 

Day 1 23/7

Coroner's comments re presence of family "We wish you had been here from the outset."

Discussion of materials provided as per 12 March - training records for Ms Flores directly -> coroner - including personnel file - he has not examined at length.

Expert witnesses I - Gary Thomson - Univ Melbourne, director of counselling and disability services. Report 18 July 2003. Was formerly police psychologist and consultant to police negotiators. Had been involved in close to 60 serious incidents includng some similar to this.
Refers to 'wait and see approach' - unable to see signs of plan on the video with regard to all resources that could have brought  - says police response unit should have been brought - they have a low, non-threatening profile, non-uniformed, no show of force - avoid escalation. A team of this kind has one person managing the whole thing, one or two people in direct contact. Others kept in background - ACM adopted 'passive' management - not sure what this means, could have been an option but not sustainable. Lack of previous contact (of police negotiators with V.) could have been an advantage - previous relationship of people on spot could have been negative -'inbalance of power'. As a rule of thumb, if unresolved after 2 hrs suggest change of tactic called for.
By 10am staff should have formulated a plan for future handling, including police response team - probably at least 2 teams available plus backups - up to 12 former members located in Flinders St. 
No comment on question of 9.30 deadline for flight due 11am.
What would have worked? A strategic plan, skilled negotiators used to working in team - can't say what outcome would have been.
The video shows other detainees and officers - not a controlled environment - made much more difficult and dangerous.
Would have asked V. how he wanted to come down. 
His success rate - only 1 death in 60 cases.

Cross-examination - attempted to shake on grounds he was not himself the negotiator in cases - but he was a member of the team ...
Question of C'wealth property but state police...
Raised 'Operation Clam' answered that police team would be 'subsumed' in O.C. Counsel trying to build up opposition between O.C. and police response team.
GT says the situation was a common case for police to be consulted on even though no crime, threat, etc.
He would not have waited- involvement of negotiators from first notice (counsel trying to get him to admit doing nothing until after departure time of plane was OK.).
Counsel suggesting police might not have realised special needs of detainees (Objection - question begging...).
Repeated that option not to negotiate was theoretically available but not sustainable - not in position to judge re previous relationship (except inbalance of power - inherent) but remains a factor.
In his experience there was a stronger chance of safe resolution if person took no steps to self-harm immediately at the outset - no actual stats available on this.

Video inconclusive (re intention, risk of self-harm) - no clear indication, but his experience that person might take sudden action. Was concerned (when watching video) when seeing V. repositioning himself.

Insisted able to express opinion on managment of situation even though lacking full knowledge.
Put to him that T.T. the centre manager was implementing a plan? - not apparent. Had no knowledge if ACM or DMIA were actually implementing a plan.
Would consider 8 hours extreme. Cases involving weapons might go on 24-36 hours etc. In this case 8 hours unduly long.

Coroner queried his (earlier) statement that in police negotiation time not considered a problem - specified this meant provided there was clear indication of progress to safe resolution.
Question what special needs - replied need for respect, treating with dignity, safe environment ... (would be at forefront in any case? - coroner) - detainees going through a crisis in their lives.

On use of non-specialists - can be useful if supported...
Use of other detainee(s) as go-betweens - generally unwise beyond initial phase - mixed allegiance, role uncertainty etc (ie unable to promise, deliver etc)

Operation Clam says police will be called - no possibility of confusion who was in charge. Skill of negotiator is (amongst other things) to provide face-saving way out.

Put direct question re 'plan' - said evidence of 'good faith' but no sign of systematic plan for resolution...

							........

Mark Butler - staff training manager at Fulham Correctional Centre. Long account of training materials, esp. ref. to detention standards 5.5 and 6.2.3 - on recognising depression, appreciation of anxiety, stress - training provided in respect of these - esp. Helen Flores had extended training in suicide prevention etc. Medical staff don't do ACM officers' training ...
DIMIA heavily involved on ACM training ....
[Break - resumes on days 2 and 3]

							.........

Expert witness II - Professor Paul Mullen - Forensic Science at Monash University. Report of 27 Feb 2003.

Comments on policy - the principles for recognising and responding to risk of self-harm in detention.
Preamble - to err on side on caution.
-High risk alert team to be activated in all cases of detainees exhibiting risk - a low threshold.
-The policy is appropriate and standard (esp in ACM prisons)
-List of risk indicators - things that should be in mind ongoing.
-In prisons detainees considered at risk unless evidence otherwise, but? reverse in detention (M. says situation not dissimilar).

 On 18 Dec V. advised he was to be deported. Then went on as usual, had contact with case manager ... Then events of 22nd. Commonsense would indicate considerable distress whatever he showed - after long period in Australia etc. Climbing the pole obviously put him at risk of immediate harm. 'In context, this man places himself in a position where harm is very probable, to say the least'. One does not even need training to see this...'

V. was about to be deported and separated from partner etc. would be in a fragile state unless grossly disorded [mentally] - The evidence of no change in demeanour should have raised concern... Disturbed sleep and complaints according to evidence of detainees - those in charge and responsible not in a position  to respond to this ...

Bell intervenes - insists on 'removed' not 'deported' - says arrangements made with V. But concedes effects could be the same. Refers to 'lobby groups' - 'passionate' ones with grievances to air ....

Evidence V. didn't fully appreciate he was to be removed - more important when it was forced upon him.
Again importance of structured and organised approach. Thinks prisons and detention centres should be able to handle such situations without calling on police - question then is whether there was a plan, the team etc.
Coroner mentions distinction between theory and practice ...
Question of resources - who to activate plans.
Coroner will not allow extension [of ground rules for this hearing] to consider responsibility of Fed Govt. Insists what happened depended on what resources were there - ultimately determined by contract. No concentration of individuals ...
Watching the video it was not easy to discern a set plan to deal with what is unfolding - even doubt in minds of witnesses whether V. was ever in risk of harm.
ACM didn't think it had become a major incident - no triggering of threshold. Question of cultural factors - [un]willingness to express emotions.

Mr Randich - one of three senior offivers - said V. was in good spirits etc . No indication he would do what he did. This is correct - there is no way to predict he would harm himself, but it was obvious he might - he was a heavy man, middle-aged etc...

If V. did this to avoid being put on the plane, then he would have come down (when flight gone), therefore more must have been involved. Request for letter stating he would not be removed (not satisfied with verbal assurance given by Mr Smits) - should have been discussed with him ... necessary to maintain constant dialgue - again obvious and standard practice.

Cross-examination -

Has there been major change [in policy] since Dec 00 - says has improved gradually.

The file on V. showed assessment [of his state] - [the form calls for] comments on physical appearance [as indicator of mental state] - absurd question. M. can't believe question could survive on form if health professionals were filling it out.
Form completed by Susanne Phillips - general nurse, experienced, no evidence is a psychiatric nurse, not a mental health professional. Apparently cannot be located... {Appears Shepherd now trying to blame nurse for guards' behaviour.} M. is incredulous at assessment, but situation now changed as regards ACM manual.

V.spoke to fellow detainees, not guards - a problem now to be managed using in effect spies [stool pigeons] - not at present used in Mb. but pioneeered by ACM.

Ironic response to suggestion that attitude of fellow detainees to staff would be different from in prison...

Rejectd asumption that as V. was acting rationally - ie with regard to missing flight - therefore not in danger of harm - the idea that only mentally ill people are at risk...

Ignoring behaviour not an attitude one would expect from professional. V. was not put on HRAT after climbing pole - then what would have triggered it?

Concerned at quality of assessment.

ACM procedures call for reconsideration of situation - no evidence this done.

To suggestion that HRAT could not have stopped what happened - why have it then?

Was it reasonable at the time to make what turned out to be a wrong decision? - no.

After first 2 hours of 'go away' policy [ie hoping the problem would] they should have tried to engage him, find out what he wanted, bringing in his friends, relatives etc - ie *doing* something - video shows brief moments when something is done (eg Rocky, Mulligan, staff including Helen Flores), enourmous periods when nothing happens. No evidence of thinking through.

"A culture which bordered on contempt for this man. I think this is what we saw."
"Perhaps everything happened in the time the video camera broke down."

Procedures say staff are to notify nurse and supervisor if they become aware of high risk indicators - as in this case - then supervisor activates HRAT - person is observed for reassessment - in this case it would have been in situ. Reassessment should be by a mental health professional. Says first that 'qualified psychologist' was on site and a registered psych. nurse - queried by Freckleton [for Kerrie Ann Merriman, who is the person referred to here] - transpires she was not in fact so qualified - either should have been able to make assessment  -[but agrees it would have been most improper if person actually not registered, as turns out to be the case]. From the facts the result [of reassessment] should hzve been better view of likelihood V. would act as he did.

Threats to jump [re mattresses, ladder] and demand for letter should have been taken into account.

If people on spot felt they lacked competence they should have called for prefessionals. But such people ought to have the competence... Their training must have included such things ...

On the 'wait and see' approach adopted: "At the very least [it was] taken to the extreme."


						.............

Nurse Ayad (?sp), Josephine	  

	Came from agency, on first day was shown around by nurse, nothing further. Did not go through training as described by Butler. Started 19th Dec 2000. Had worked at Port Phillip prison 'about a year'.

Had she seen section of training manual on self-harm - 'Can't recall.'
Had been shown whole folder - 'but it was a big folder ...'
Did spend half-hour to hour looking at 'something like this'.
Has just come back to ACM after absence (?1 year) - no training since - but had post-graduate training as psychiatric nurse.

Considered  her role was to talk to V. - only 2nd time she had seen him - had given hm eye-drops first time; he was then one of 6-9 patients she saw that day.

She saw him twice on 22/12 - once about midday when there were a 'lot of people [around] shoutng and screaming, including at her. She looked at him, but 'excluded herself' - not forming any rapport.

Later in day went again - raining. Asked 'did you want to come down and talk to me, it's raining?' Lot of people shouting. He looked away.

Did any other ACM staff report to her? Was she asked to assess him? - No.

Any other mental health professionals there? - No.

She was treating people all day.

					.................

Peter Smits - local business manager (ie DIMIA rep.).

No longer employed by DIMIA (statment begins '49 years of age, employed by DIMIA ...). Local business manager since 1990. 

Met V. - quiet, few words. Notified on 18th about travel arrangements - V. talked of preferring to go to Villawood. Not physically upset or expressing anger.

About 10.30 (on 22/12) went with Mr Tipper to talk to V. again. Told him again that plane had gone, he should come down. The travel officer came also. ACM staff were talking to V. throughout the day. About 3.30 pm saw him again. TT passed on demand for letter. Discussed with case officer - possibility of something in writing - said couldn't give undetaking that couldn't be honoured. 
Relayed through 'Rocky' about Xmas holiday - 2 weeks when nothing would be done. Then heard he had jumped. Saw staff attending him, other detainees running around.

-would have been too risky to force him down? [yes]
-satisfied with[merely] reporting/ - OK.
-was it minor [incident] until V. jumped? - yes, it only became major when he did.
-did he see staff throwing a ball? - no.
-satisfied with ACM [behaviour]? - yes.

There was no formal process to manage removals.

Function of business manager to monitor compliance with contract - he had 'relegated' this from necessity - reckoned his presence alone was sufficient. [Doesn't know what this means? - Coroner seeks clarification - appears S. actually spent most of his time with detainees on everyday matters.]

Was he able to see if contract was being honoured - evasive - says detainees had free access to him, he was free to walk around, but not there 24 hours.

[On question of use of force for removals] - if V. had sat on the floor it[the removal] would not have occurred. Airlines would not carry unwilling [?resisting] passenger...

[End of 1st day - counsel for ACM wants to suppress name and evidence of Helen Flores scheduled for next day - documents on internet about her and coroner, and events in precincts of court have frightened her ... Application to make application in camera - refused. Made application for two persons named to be excluded while HF is present...PC and JF - conduct at court (previous hearing) alleged 'yelled out' inappropriate remarks and suggestions - called her' liar' in presence of the press. Material - apparently email - on net. Coroner refused both applications - had not heard anything or would have exercised his relevant powers- no basis for application to suppress evidence and forbid publication - inquest should be public and held in open forum.]

Evidence of P. Smits ctd on 2nd day after video link with Tony Tipper.




Day 2 - 24/7. (out of sequence)

P. Smits ctd (following video link with Tony Tipper)

Day of event - Friday 22/12. Arrived at work between 8-8.30am. No warning beforehand of anything untoward likely. When did he learn? - almost immediately on arrival.
What was he told? - 'I think that straigt after breakfast Mr T. had found his way to basketball court...
What did you do? - Went to see him, tried to speak to him - he turned his head away. Can't remember exact words - that it was unsafe, better to come down, not sure if told him it was too late to be removed.
Then went about business - there was an important visior that day. Had to accompany P. Flood [visiting as part of his enquiry] + state manager for compliance Steve Russell. Then everyday issues. Situation was centre manager's responsibility - he wasn't called upon.

Was he able to observe centre manager's management? - did not monitor. Knew something was being done. Was an ad hoc situation from his point of view. Did not ask CM about his intentions.
Approached  V. once or twice again later in morning - same response. Even though ACM was looking after the matter he felt he should let him (V.) know he had achieved his aim so might as well come down.
Did V. understand? - no indication.
No recollection what CM was doing. Did not think  V. intended to hurt himself etc. He viewed situation in same way as ACM.

Mr Tony Tipper about 3.30 pm told him about demand for letter - either guarantee he could stay or not to be removed - would then climb down. Didn't seriously consider - would have been a lie. He was not the case officer. Not told of any threat to jump if he didn't get letter.

Was he familiar with the agreement between ACM and C'wealth? - Some of it - referred occasionally to relevant parts. He was liaison officer bewteen DIMIA and ACM - most senior DIMIA officer on spot - part of his duties to ensure compliance, so should have been familiar with contract? - 'Was a document I referred to.'

Re detention agreement - had a copy in office - could refer to - also detention standards. Page 3 [of agreement] defines 'default' and 'default notice' - was death of Mr Tanginoa regarded as a service default by DIMIA [objection by Shepherd - over-ruled] - I think it probably was. Was a default notice issued by DIMIA - ' not aware'. Dean calls for any such notice - Bell objects, agrees to make enquiries - Shepherd also. Degree of consternation apparent.

{After lunch reported that no such default notice issued (?recorded) - passed without remark...]

Detention Standards - said yesterday that Mr T. was in ACM's care, but DS state ultimately DIMIA responsible - S. says not quite sure what this means -('why would we contract with ACM then?'). Didn't bring this to mind on the day - acknowledges the 'concept' - duty of care owed by DIMIA to V. at time of death? - 'Not really sure.' Any? - 'I suppose if I thought that he [V.] wasn't being attended to or managed on the day I would have had concerns and tried to do something about it.' (Bell tries to stop questioning.)

Coroner asked if S. had ever thought about what concept of ultimate responsibility meant - no.

Had S been trained in ACM procedures? - no.
Aware what they were? - no.
If not, how could be determine whether they were properly followed? - could have investigated? - didn't.
Then how could he conclude they were managing properly? - 'seemed appropriate.'
Based on commonsense? [prompt from coroner]
Was he concerned in checking training was adequate? - refers to central office. No reviews locally.

Ref to Migration Series Instructions (267, p6) - on possible suicide attempts. Was S aware of at time?- yes. That at time of removal there was considered to be a risk of suicide [more protests from counsel]. He was aware of existence but not entirety of contents - can't specify.

[Not sure if S evading question here] did you think that a person about to be removed was a risk? - in general no, but in some cases, not many. As DIMIA officer he had no training in suicide and self-harm prevention, or identification of risk, especially in context of 267 p6 etc.

His report dated 18 Dec (? to Brenda Thompson - ?sp) - recalls 'vaguely' - refers to notice of removal and V.'s unwillingness to sign. Did he know or have record of V.'s history? - no. But ? knew had applied for protection visa - but not on what grounds. But had said yesterday much of his work was dealing with detainees - hence would have had to have knowledge of procedures - certainly more than V. would have had - V. could not have had sophisticated legal knowledge. -S. unaware if he [V.} had received legal help. Not sure if V. would have understood spoken communication in English - Tel interpreter service used on 18th. How long was he with him on the 18th? - 15-20 mins - 'took a while.'

S's report says V. 'unhappy' showed in manner ' displeased' not 'distressed'.
No doubt he didn't want to go, but no steps taken  - no different from many other cases, and ACM had plenty of notice. Didn't tell ACM about V.'s 'unwillingness' - not practice to, or re 'unhappiness'.  No set procedures for such communication of concern - if V. had been 'unwillling' would have spoken. S. not trained and therefore unable to make S and SH assessment. Not in a position to identify [signs]  - saw little of him anyway... No dealings between 18th and 22nd. Any steps by DIMIA to ensure no self-harm to prevent removal? - 'don't think any steps were taken.'

V. was in a room with 3 others - no steps taken to observe him, and 'he didn't self-harm.' 'I think that all detainees were being observed through the course of the week - I assumed.'
No steps [taken] on day itself.
ACM do the work of removal - no role for DIMIA. 'Majority don't want to go'. Frequent physical resistance? - 'has happened.' {Question about 'big ACM guards' - discussion of options - legal objections - discontinued line of questioning.]

[After lunch - see note above]

Role of DIMIA in ACM training was extensive.
V. was screened on arrival? - yes.
S. had experience if not training - would have notified centre manager - but no indication out of norm.
Doesn't remember if V. was to be escorted etc. [but travel officer Mr Italiano -? - present?]

Didn't speak with TT all that often - more Mr Randich in control.

About 3.30 pm TT asked if he would write a letter - explained why. Explained unable to give untruthful assurance, and not permitted legally. Suggests TT was exploring all avenues...

Wasn't there when V. jumped.
Was satisfied [before then] that situation could go on ...

Very few detainees were particularly upset at final notice - travel notice?  - [In such cases ] He might have spoken to nurse before - ACM might sit in on interview if likely physical problem.


						...............

Paul Allen - Police detective senior constable at Altona. Now giving 3rd statement - 23rd Dec enquiries re family - week later learned trouble with DIMIA re visa - needed to pay for body to be transported to Tonga before grant.

Cross-examination -

Knew of video on the day? - yes.
Saw on day? - no, just told.
Knew how it was made? - yes, handheld camera.
Took custody of it? - no.
Why not? - oversight.
Provided by TT and Randich - were they the same tapes or dubs? - originals...
Have you viewed? - saw originals not copies made for court. Believes they are the same - the originals are in his custody.
Ref to ACM investigator Brad Lingard (?) - saw his report but no personal contact.
Interviews of detainees- did he conduct himself? - no.
Did any police member of tactical response squad assist ... [were there] any tapes of Lingard's i/v? - don't know.
Was there about 5pm when force response unit came - including ? 2 police negotiators. Had no contact with ...
MOU between ACM, DIMIA and Vic police since 2000 esp. Footscray regarding attendance at detention centre. Were police offiers gazetted at time as immigration officers? Probably so but doesn't know.

						................

Tony Tipper [via video link from undisclosed location - actually first witness of day]

Had submitted memorandum - no copy. Hasn't seen since drafted. Doubts about his recollection of ACM policy concerning suicide and self-harm management at the time.

Was he familar with procedures at time?- yes.
On the day, who was ACM officer at Mb responsible for seeing procedures followed?- the ACM manager, himself.
Was responsible for ensuring other staff were aware?- yes.
Also that training was adequate?- 'within timeframe of my attendance at that location, - yes.'
Had taken steps to ensure awareness?- yes.
What?- refresher training, going through ACM material.
The timetables of training refer to emergency training - did this include suicide and self-harm?- this was other. 
Certified as read and understood - ACM procedures. Refered to Mr Randich, the operations manager who conducted training.

Before V.'s death, while you were CM, did Mr Randich report that courses had been conducted in s and s-h?- not that I'm aware.
Any specific courses while CM?- yes, further training and refresher - but not in memo.
Would it have been under another name?- High risk assessment includes ACM procedures...
Not referred to in any records.
Any training in identifying ... insists that HRAT includes this [not what court was told yesterday]
Says there should be documents to prove this. So refresher training included identifying  risk indicators etc?- yes.

*At time of V.'s death [TT] satisfied staff adequately trained etc?- I took steps to ensure  ... but initial training before I arrived.
Would refresher course have checked they were aware of basic principles ?
Repeat of question above at  * - yes.

Any review of training after V.'s death? - Review of training? - yes. In respect of individuals? - not for me - responsibility of Head Office.
Were you requested by Head Office to put such training in place? - can't recall.

Any review yourself as CM? - No, because they had already received initial training and refresher ...
But obvious from fact of death..? V. had not presented any signs until he climbed the pole.  No member of staff saw anything...
Did this failure not expose inadequacy in training?- No.
You thought they were correct?- No signs identified in accordance with procedures.

What assessment made while V. on pole with regard to HRAT? - he was laughng, eating, smoking - OK. Initial intention to avoid flight. Then something else happened in his own mind...

Steps were taken to encourage him to come down etc....
Was he then identified as at risk? - There was concern for his safety, so appropriate measures were taken.
Why weren't HRAT procedures put in place? - they were - everyone was notified. He was monitored, video'd.
Who assessed him as per procedures as at risk of s and s-h? - the operations manager [R] first reported - doesn't recall which officer...
[Questioning interrupted by S - this [questioing] is not on training...]

First time inquest has heard that shortly after V. climbed pole all staff informed that he was at risk.

Asked when left ACM - Aug 2001 - relevance of question challenged.

"'Conflict resolution' refers to not getting physically involved in disputes ..."

Training included 'comealongs' and 'takedowns' - application of armlocks, strangleholds etc. 'These things would be totally applicable to s and s-h context....'

Ref to detention standards 5.5 and 6.2.3 ...
Q - on date of V.s death were you satisfied that training had occurred to ensure above?
A - yes.


					................................


Dennis Fowler (video link with Port Hedland)- shift supervisor on day, in charge of escorts etc. Answerable to TT and R.

Was in admin building with R.
			
Was he told what officers in charge did? - [there was] a CERT call - he attended. Any specific plan? - no, purely negotiations and reasoning - spoke with V. Can't recall what TT and R may have said.
Any plan? - yes, decision to place mattresses - then V.'s threat to jump - stopped and withdrew. About 12-12.30, can't recall. Not at start? - can't recall. He was liaising with TT and R all day, taking instructions from both but can't recall exactly.
Area sealed off when people started throwing things ...
[Coroner asked about pro-active measures - F appears to understand proactive = negotiations?]
Not further involved in negotiations - was running the centre...

Cross-examination:

Any training as part of induction? - preservice in WA.
How long? - 2 weeks intensive. 
Received training from DIMIA re management of detainees? - yes, several [courses].
Was aware of experiences detainees had gone though? - yes, had received training in cultural awareness.
Equal rights etc? - yes.
Role of fed. ombudsman? - lecture on..
Religious faiths? - yes, under cultural awareness.
Migration Act, standards etc? - yes
DS 5.5? - yes.
6.2.3? - yes, they are familiar.
Static and dynamic observation skills?- yes.
Communicative listening etc?- yes.
Risk management and HRAT? - yes, including role playing.

When completed training? - Nov 97, then gazetted to Perth IDC with ACM - about 1 year - annual refreshers plus courses. To Mb about April 99. Long list of training modules done...
HRAT refresher training - ongoing. Not in docs from ACM. Can't say dates but insists had some such. Familiar with ACM policy on s and s-h. His understanding - anyone can place person on HRAT process. Policy always the same - Rosen says it has changed - at time of V.'s death not open to any officer to place detainees on program (legal argument followed).- #6.10 says to notify nurse or supervisor, 6.11 - on direction of supervisor to place etc... F sticks to his recollection even when text read to him. Did not consider s and s-h risk after V. climbed pole. No risk indicators? - anybody would be concerned ... but did not consider excessively so. Threats to jump were to make a point, not serious. No point in increasing paperwork since already on observation. Not high risk ... biding time.

What plan to get him down? - 'negotiation'. Part of policy was to assess - refers to nurse. [She says was never asked - did he? - he thought it had been done - not aware she hadn't been asked.] Every detainee given assessment on induction ... Knew there was a 'steady procession' to talk to him - assumed she [nurse] was one of them.

Was trained in cultural differences in expression of distress?- mainly Asian. Polynesian? - 'don't recall'.

[Coroner asked for definition of 'negotiations' - 'trying to talk things through to come to amicable agreement - seeing [other's]view - coming to common ground.'


Afternoon:
 1) Helen Flores.

Shepherd - Review of training docs as per Mark Butler.

Rosen - Induction + HRAT training 20 May 2000? - can't recall date, but yes.

	Provider of training was Dennis Fowler? - lots of training, can't recall names.

	Was part of training in relation to HRAT concerned with recognising risk indicators for s and s-h in detainees? - [asks for question to be explained] - yes.

	Did it deal with negotiation skills? in at-risk situations? - all types of indicators + HRAT skills - yes.


	On 22/12 - she indicated (in previous statement) one occasion where attempt was being mad to place mattresses - V. told them to stop - she recalls statment being read out (in court) but doesn't recall saying he said to stop.

	Statement was that she and another officer [Ms Jones?] heard V. say 'stop or I'll jump' - recalls only 'stop'.

	According to HRAT trainng, was this threat an indiator ?- no.
	Why not? - Didn't feel it was an indicator of self-harm or threat to himself. Just wanted them to stop.

	Was she aware V. was due to be removed?- yes.
	
	This was a risk indicator under HRAT policy? - can't recall.

	She made attempt to communicate? - yes.

	How did he respond? - good. She held packet [of cigarettes] - said she would give him whole packet. Gave him time to think. Respected his wishes...

	Based on HRAT training, did she have any role to play?- We all had a role to play for all detainees - duty of care. Actually role was to notify nurse and supervisor?- yes.

	Fowler her supervisor - did he indicate what plan was in place?- No, she wasn't there most of the morning, now can't recall either way.

	Did she report her observations to Nurse Ayad?- What observations?
	Her dealings with V.? - can't recall telling nurse.

	[Coroner - did she report statement of V.? - not personally, people higher up knew.]

	Cigarettes: did she place on ground? - never.
	Ref to video - shown holding in air ...

Shepherd: regarding telling manager/supervisor - were they aware of that [ie warning to stop etc] having been said?- yes, I think so.

[Hard to see what in all this would have warranted suppression order ... bad conscience?]


2) Greg Parkes

	Trained by Mark Butler? yes.

	Work history - in psych. field 2 years - maximum security prison for criminally insane - caring for people who had rejected prison system and unable to cope. Training in risk indicators during course on disabilities - few hours. Had been prison officer at Deer Park, then ACM.

Escorted V. from Shepparton to Mb in Aug 2000? - yes.
Any further dealings? - yes, irregular contact. V. was well-mannered and polite man?- yes, all the time.
Did he respond (to you) when up the pole? -'not one for stringing a long sentence together.' 
No to request to come down? - don't recall more.
'Not able to be reasoned with' in original testimony ... 'agitated' - - don't recall saying this.
'T. had a limited understanding of English language but able to understand basic instructions. When we spoke to him he was agitated.'
Behaviour and response different?- behaviour yes. Manner not. Always v. quiet.

When mattresses put down - was present.
How did he [V.] react? Did you hear him say 'stop'?- don't recall him saying that.

Training in ACM self-harm procedures?- yes.
Knew risk indicators?- yes, I think so.
Did V. exhibit such?- no, I don't think so.
No threat to jump? - [no]
At any time? - I don't recall how I felt - not convinced he was suicidal.
[Legal objections here...]

The threat to jump in this situation is clearly a risk indicator..? - 'at time I would have said definitely not. I didn't feel feel that was a risk indicator.'

Mattresses were intended for his protection ... he climbed pole with utmost agility, looked secure ... not angry or agitated, didn't hear 'threat' ... 'don't think I missed any risk indicator.'

Detention officer Jones first noticed from control room - 40m away - 2 locked doors - explaining why no attempt to stop V. climbing.

Was there a plan? - not that I can recall.
From anyone else?- no.

3) Mark Butler - training officer

Dean - discussion of modules re s and s-h  trainig - refers to prisoners not detainees - B. says same as used in custody centres but with some changes - but still has reference to sex offenders, alcoholics etc. Has since been revised, but as used at time was still same as prison version (B. says 'custodial setting') - high risk offenders - not 'detainees'? B. says probably strictly speaking detainees are not [offenders] - thinks a fine distinction between offenders and detainees - in both case [detention is] outcome of legal process - not adhering to the law....

Refers to people who have had recent loss, ie loved one, job, money, without significant relationships ... Shepherd interrupts - coroner unhappy with adversarial tone developing ... Dean questions whether appropriate to translate from prison to detention centre... [ctd next day]

Shepherd - had managed to obtain overnight some but not all of actual documents used in induction training - Dean asks Coroner to bear this in mind when assessing how this matter has been handled by ACM - 4 months since formal request for all relevant materials - now being produced piecemeal at last moment. Coroner hesitant about taking 'tardiness' into account  unless there is suggestion of fabrication ... says had been thinking of asking his dentist to attend ... [Butler actually outside during this] MB confirmed identity of training modules - explained absence of actual suicide and self-harm module - out of stock at MIDC - had provided equivalent from correctional centre - the version used at MDC was adapted from this - eg. by inclusion of reference to effect of adverse decisions on detainees... the absence of some documents was to be explained by the use of outside professionals - used their own materials.
At time of V.'s death policy was that when a staff member became aware that a detainee was exhibiting risk behaviour, he/she was to notify the nurse and their supervisor; post-review 19 Aug 2002 all staff required to ensure safety oof detainees and declare a person 'at risk'. Does not know what triggered this update. ...

Counsel took him through 9 tabs in document - not possible to record without access. MB was in charge of training for ACM at MIDC until end '99, now only at Fulham correctional centre. MDC now has own trainer - believes it did also then. The docs tendered represent entirety of training material..


Mulligan - BA social work and counselling - now has Masters. Had been locum counsellor - recruited by ACM. Worked  casually initially - did initial training with nurse at MDC  - now deceased. But was full-time at 22/12. She was part of HRAT - had done a course when she started, then 2 refreshers since. Began at ACM mid '99. Involvement in HRAT 99-2000 consisted of regular meetings to discuss people on program any time - V. was never placed on HRAT. Had read Prof.MUllern's concern about the form used for screening of new inmate - not part of her job description  - done by registered nurse.

Rosen - 

	She saw V. on 19/12 to discuss financial matters - he said he might be having to leave - she understood he had refused to sign removal form - which she had passing acquaintance with. Asked if this amounted to a potentially unfavourable circumstance replied he said he didn't want to go. From her HRAT training re risk indicators she understood that an unfavourable circ was such and indicator. She understood that case manager was still involved in discussion of V.'s case - so his use of word 'possibly' not necessarily unrealistic... As to notifying her superiors - only via case notes to registered nurse.
Had described situation on 22/12 as 'extraordinary' - not just because exceptional for a man in his 50s but because for anybody to be in that position would be extraordinary. She had spoken to him while on pole - he repeated he didn't want to go - she reported to Fowler - she went back and told V. he wouldn't be going because flight was at 11am and too late to make it. This was about 9am.  Was she concerned that he remained up pole after flight had left? - yes.
Was this an indicator of a person at risk? - yes.
She reported to TT and PS and understood that this report fulfilled her responsibilty to notify nurse and supervisor - nurse was present with TT.

Note- conflicting evidence as to whether HRAT - High Risk Assessment Team - policy was actually activated, or considered applicable - or just 'in effect' activated without formalities - see evidence of DR below.


Counsel assisting - 

What were responsibilities as member of HRAT team? - to report if concerned ... on day reported to manager etc.
How did she learn of what was happening? - told via intercom on arrival at work; then probably also by Mr Fowler when collecting her keys.

Coroner - so V. responded on both occasions when she went to him? Rocky was also present and speaking to him. V. trusted Rocky and had brought him on previous contact.


Randich

Had not heard expert suggesting there was no evidence of a systematic plan - rejected this. Had discussed with TT who was in charge, although he was operations manager and TT was actually escorting Mr Flood from about 8-10.30 [Flood there to 11.30?]

Note - How was it possible that Flood party did not see what was going on? Is there any mention in his report?

So what measures taken?
 - Nurse, counsellor and TT all went to talk to V.
 - 'wait and see' approach + different people talking to him - a 'steady flow'
 - was this part of a strategy? - yes, the people who had had dealings with him, plus 'Rocky'.
 - V. was given food and drink.
 - Area sealed after given food - about lunchtime.

This policy hadn't worked after 4 hours? - no.
This was about the time of the placing of the mattresses.
R then left to make his report - handed over to TT - would have given him a summary.

Was there any attempt to find someone with rapport with V? - yes
This didn't work? - would disagree - V. was quiet and shy - couldn't establish instant rapport with him.

Given your training in crisis situations, how does this square with the number of people having access to V? - a systematic approach versus calling in everyone he knew? - this was OK - natural that anyone watching scene should want to go up to him and talk. When another officer (Philpott) told Nicole Mulligan to talk to V. he was not acting under DR's direction, although he was in charge - staff encouraged to show initiative ... Had the staff involved received training? - yes, and able to implement it? - very well.
So what was implemented? - 'wait and see' + talking.
What else? - Notified all relevant bodies - DIMIA, head office, TT, nurse, counsellor.
Did he have a strategic discussion with TT at handover? - doesn't revall.
Did he make recommendations? - thinks TT did himself.
On HRAT - what was his understanding? - policy designed to prevent someone hurting himself or someone else. If staff member feels this likely, process started - comes to team etc.

Did you think HRAT should be implemented for V.? - it was. The relevant people were notified, we were watching him. Counsellor and nurse talked to him. 
This was implementation of policy? - I didn't feel need to implement policy - factors relating to HRAT were implemented but as it worked out - 'but not by any design.'
He didn't consider there was a risk - would have taken measures - mattresses, ladder ...

Did someone therefore consider there was a risk when the mattresses and ladders were placed etc - yes, but R wasn't there... (ACM counsel interrupts).

Climbing of pole was not a 'major incident', then when did situation become one? - when he dived (earlier statement was 'when he did what he did'). Repeated that while he was there didn't consider it a major incident (8-11am) and therefore HRAT not relevant. When then? In my time, not at all. Don't know afterwards ...

Dean -

You were in charge for c3 hours while TT occupied? - yes.
What role after TT took charge? - was in office reporting.
How long? - up until V. 'descended'.
In office all time apart from couple of breaks . Except remebers seeing TT talking to PS and NM. But now says was going backwards and forwards talking to TT in male courtyard.

Have you viewed the video? - yes.
When? - shortly after.
It shows R at 2.06 speaking to V.? - doesn't recall.
This was about 2 hours before his death? - doesn't recall.
Have been asked several times about the basket ball incident? - interruption for legal argument concerning course of questioning ... Dean argues that expert testimony claims question of plan critical, hence need to hear from witnesses what they did...

This was about 2.15? - No - recalls it was in morning. But video timing is on record. Told video shows him bouncing ball - can't recall. Agrees to concede it happened, but in the morning. So far period 2.06 - 2.17 was in position to make observations? - if that's what the video shows ... but his main recollection is of attending to V. on the ground.
[Coroner says more concerned with events leading up to V.'s deth - if witness doesn't recall he should say so.]

Says he remembers when Philpott and Fowler were placing mattresses etc. - saw through window - but video shows he was present ... bouncing ball close to structure. Again says recollection was this was in morning.
Had ample opportunity to make assessment of V.'s demeanour after TT took charge - was there? - yes.
Did you? - 'I would have, yes.'
Clear V. was showing signs of risk of self-harm? - can't say.
Clear to you? - no.
Nothing? - no.
Is that your own evidence?- That is correct.
You didn't know he was to be deported? - no.
When [did you learn?] - only when told had climbed .
But then? - yes.
Was this a sign of risk? - No - A protest - to avoid catching flight.
With mattresses and threat to jump - do you recall? - No.
Any recollection of threat?- No.
Would that have altered your assessment of rsik of self-harm?- [Pause] ' on the day, no.'
You saw the ladder [put up]? - yes.
Saw response? - yes.
'Get it away'? - [I]heard these words.
Indicated uncooperative manner with immigration officers? - no.
[Meant] he didn't want assistance?- yes.
What did this make you think?- only that he didn't want anyone to bring him down.
[Did it suggest] risk? - no.
When TT took over you had had a number of opportunities to observe V.? - yes.
You concluded he was not at risk of s and s-h? - yes.
Do you concede now that this was an erroneous conclusion?- not at the time.
Do you accept now that your assessment was mistaken? - not at the time ... I am here because Mr T. 'descended' [discussion over term appropriate at this stage of enquiry] - ultimately at end of day, yes.
[Questioning discontinued after S and B objected to question begging.]

You are familiar with the procedures in place [for risk situations]? - yes.
These were not involved while you were in charge? - yes [ie. that is correct]
'Wait and see' was your plan while in charge? - yes.
Waiting to see if V. came down voluntarily?- yes.
What timeframe?  - not particular. As long as it took? - No outer limit. Even when it got dark? - no.
No review even when it rained?- no.
Any plan for group (ie HRAT) to meet if he didn't descend?- don't recall.

You were prepared to wait and see indefinitely?- yes.

[The situation] was not a major incident until V. 'descended'?- yes.
Prior to that it was minor? - yes.
It was reported?- 'We have to report any incident".
What was purpose of notification?- we had to because it's part of policy.
Why?- So they will know... put on notice there is an incident.

Did you know of Operation Clam at this time?- yes.
Did this fit within OC?- no. Operation Clam came about from a disturbance about a year before - invoked in time of emergency - eg. riot where external assistance was needed.

Did it occur to you to get services of professional negotiators? - no.
Why not? - there were no demands that required negotiation.
Did you know of V.'s request for a letter?- no. First heard of in discussion with TT PS and M.
Was this a demand?- at the time, no.
Was this an opportunity to generate discussion etc.? - didn't cross my mind. TT was with V. at the time.
You had an interest in progress of situation? - yes, needed for my report.
Heard Prof. Mullen's evidence? - no.
Thompson's?- no.

Shepherd - 

What was chain of command when learned V. had climbed?- TT took charge initially? - yes.
Did you discuss management of situation with him?- yes.
Brainstorming for other options? [legal objection to leading questions]
Asking about plan - were there changes as time passed?- Don't know, not there. From my recollection - I don't think it did.
Reports are a very significant part of any incident?- yes. Job of operations manager.
Mullen's point re inadequate resources - centre had to continue to run. Flood's visit, R and TT had important duties, but still a plan put in place.
Prof Mullen said he didn't know what structure of the plan was - you say it was hatched and implemented?- yes.
This involved all medical staff including counsellor. No-one said V. was at risk. All HRAT done except 'paper trail'.

Is HRAT designed to monitor future acts rather than crisis - hence tension between paperwork and what needed to be done? 'Not specifically put on HRAT. At time not deemed a risk to himself or others.



Afternoon - Summaries by counsel.


Counsel assisting - Ms Anagnostu.

Discussion of Coroner's brief - issue of 'contribution' etc...
General details of V.'s history ...

Most significant point - no evidence of coherent plan to negotiate or deal with V. - in testimony of TT DR and Fowler both now and earlier there is policy, much good will, but no professional strategic implementation of policy. Mullen and Thopson says 2 hour period criticial - R's testimony 'wait and see' - not reviewed after 2/3 hours.
No system apparent - Mulligan only one who acted properly of all professionals there with training.
The training therefore was inadequate - HRAT not implemented - reporting more important than practical response - and this in a detention centre...
Communication between DIMIA and ACM - aside from contractual legalities, notification or removal should act as trigger - cf Mullen...
Planning - there was clearly a procession of people - all have in common that they thought V. was in good spirits - that climbing etc was a 'stunt' to prevent departure - at 10.30 Mr Italiano (the escort officer) although unqualified; Miss Merriman, who didn't know how to deal with the situation; nurse Ayad- had worked at MIDC for 1 day + reading manuals; Philpott, who took upon himself to ask NM to approach V.; Parkes, who asked him to get down ... Not orchestrated, although all were trying their best. So in effect nothing  but 'wait and see'. Staff and detainees approached V. - area not sealed off.

Parkes says he saw V. dive: deliberate and pre-meditated -'fluid' movement like swimming - not accidental; other evidence - detainee saw him dive but he did not rise his hands.
Therefore whether he intended suicide unclear. Not an accidental fall - was in good spirits, had 'won', it was raining, detainees say he was 'withfrawn and sullen' - 'to do harm' but no way of knowing if intended to kill himself....


Dean - for family

7 Sept 2000 - K-A Merriman refused bridging visa. Reasons - had reason to fear wouldn't depart voluntarily - reside in nominated place ec. Affirmed by review 18/9 and V. therefore detaind in MIDC prior to removal. This not mandatory if bond had been given - no part of coroner's function to examine merits of persons being detained, but has power (Bell objects to suggestion of query of legality...) to (refers to recommendations tendered on behalf of family) make comment on any matter connected with death... Hence circumstances of V.'s detention - 2nd recommendation appropriate concerning detention and detention in a detention centre. Include response to such incidents.
(Reads some comments from this document:
Family concern about measures taken and not taken on 22 Dec: interpreter, member of Tongan chaplaincy, lack of planned and professional negotiation and pro-active attempt to ensure safety and life.
Whenever such incident arises - immediate requirement for onsite interpreter...
Judgement of demeanour needs to take account of culture - even though V. had lived in Australia for 17 years [?how much in general community- pc]
recommendations re cultural awareness training - role of family in enquiry process - notification - obvious relevance in this case.)

Re circumstances of incident - repeal of 'contribution ' clause but still open to Coroner to find act or omission was cause (it is 'core responsibilty' - Coroner). Public interest. Coroner's jurisdiction has protective element ... Coroner says tends to common sense directions ....

Submits the evidence as to V.'s descending - clearest from Mr Parkes - tested by Bell - stuck to view he 'dived' with a fluid movement - cannot be known if intended to die - but serious injury beyond doubt.

Detainee 'Omar' spoke to V. about 10.30 'why are you still on board?' : 'I want to make sacrifice for detainees as Jesus Christ made sacrifice for human beings."

"Rocky' says V. put arms behind - jumped backwards - suicide not fall - deliberate. Therefore not accident.
(Coroner says not sure he will be able to determine - Family will not wish verdict of suicide in his experience.)

DIMIA and ACM owed duty of care  - though DIMIA has ultimate responsibility, d of c not delegable. Means all reasonable steps taken to safeguard V. including from self-inflicted injury - facts surrounding death need to be examined in this context.

Following P Smits' examination of V. there is evidence of his condition from a number of detainees - some earlier. They had regular and close contact - esp. Rocky, who said V. was 'upset' for approx 3 weeks. 'Nouri' told inquest (?) V. didn't believe he was going back to Tonga etc. Suranga T. says V. depressed but happy before. V. stopped exercising - had done so 6 days a week.
Applying Prof Mullen's standard of common sense - detainees faced with prospect of removal must be affected by it - evidence of fellow detainees significant. Contradicts Smits on V.'s being reconciled to removal ... although possibility of 'brave face' element

There is therefore evidence of deterioration  - which is logical - his son had been deported - likely to take negatively. P Smits had role in notifying of removal and liaison with detainees (also between DIMIA and aCM) - but no training in s and s-h, not aware of ACM procedures, evidence he was aware of immigration services manual but not their content in detail. It was a gross departure from Standards if senior officer responsible for notification did not have this knowledge. PS was senior DIMIA representative and ultimately responsible for avoidance of harm.
No steps taken to monitor V. by ACM or DIMIA after bad news (ie removal) prior to 22/12, although he had refused to sign notice and observations by other detainees.
V. was on pole nearly 8 hours from breakfast - last few hours in heavy rain - most of this time filmed (??) - evidence from various officers needs to be judged against video - tells entirely different story from evidence put to court. Much of video shows V. sitting alone in rain hours after climbing. (?some joking and laughing on video - detainees tossing cans?)
Threats made [to jump] - witnesses suggesting thought at risk - TT Ayad Mulligan. Bell and Shepherd will say everything reasonable ws done - this only true if V. did not present as at risk pf s and s-h - else what did they do? Nothing.
Evidence that all were appropriately trained, but none formed view he was a risk of s and s-h. If they accept that he was, then own procedures and protocols were not followed - ACM breached own procedures. Common sense dictated he was at risk at least after 2-3 hours on the pole - probably from the start. So explanation of climbing to avoid deportation that day cannot apply after flight deadline passed. Therefore as per Mullen common sense would tell anybody he was at risk. Proposition that ACM/DIMIA didn't reach that conclusion must be rejected... question what was going on? Thrust of all training at all stages must have triggered realisation in someone at least that V. was at risk. Hence 'culture of contempt' comment by Prof Mullen.

About 10 persons were involved, some very senior in ACM and DIMIA (Smits said he was not trained but ACM staff were). - some sort of hybrid response of talking to each other about it - waiting indefinitely according to DR - but entirely inadequate - cannot be explained away or justified by not appreciating V. at risk of self-harm.

Coroner ought to focus on response - no evidence of plan of any sort. ACM procedures not followed at all. NO HRAT. Witnesses' evidence of flawed understanding of what response should be. V. was showing numerous indications throughout - must have been seen by ACM/DIMIA - response to what was plain was entirely inadequate. Omission to respond to V.'s indications of being at risk of s and s-h a breach of DIMIA's duty of care and ACM's duty of care - each was cause of his death.

Submits there is overwhelming evidence of risk: "All staff are to err on side of caution when dealing with potentially suicidal detainees" (instructions).
A number of senior DIMIA officers at MIDC were aware of and saw what was happening - Steve Russell, State Manager for compliance was there up to 11.30am - Smits all day - and K-A Merriman, his case-officer in the afternoon. Agrees not entirely 'appropriate' for her to be involved, but could have been used? Mr Italiano also ....
[Cut short here...]

Bell for DIMIA

 Had prepared a summary in writing - handed to Coroner. Discusses Coroner's powers etc. re family recommendations - submitted that although many of them *may* be connected with death of V. many fall outside scope, hence need to keep relevant. Does not object to consideration of training if this is a cause of concern, but a big 'if' ... Submits that many of the recs could not be made on the available evidence - a wide range of issues - Coroner aware of this...

Summarises part D [of his written summary] - refers to contract between ACM and DIMIA - the Migration Act provides for removal and detention, hence contract with service providers - operating orders - Detention Standards. These show a set of requirements reflecting the governemnt's desire that the duty of care owed to detainees is fulfilled in detention centres - manifest from scope and detail etc, plus requirement for detention centres to create necessary protocols etc. There is therefore no dispute duty of care owed as submitted by the family - owed by ACM and its officers at all material times in formal statutory care of V. - and the government in position of still having d of c.
Repeated that V. was not in custody of DIMIA - the day-to-day responsibility with ACM - governed by contract. The government was concerned to know that arrangements put in place are adequte - submitted that they are/were adequate - detailed, tight, comprehensive and explicit. If there is/was a deficiency, gov't concerned to know what it is - d od c again. To know and know why - don't submit this, rather the contrary ... but wish to know. 'We haven't perceived a deficiency' ... but death of V. is serious. ..

Passes quickly over history etc. Disputes Dean on what ACM and DIMIA should have made of bad news - Smits' role administrative, does not include maintenance of custody (applies also to K-A Merriman), wrong to make them subject of contribution finding. Smits not directly involved with custody - liaison DIMIA/ACM - could not extend to observation of state of mind  etc. Ms Merriman also - based at head office in Melb - a case officer, but role administrative, relating to grant of visa etc and only in ths capacity had interface with V. at MIDC; was there on day for another reason. Her role does not extend to such incidents, therefore ACM and DIMIA can't reasonably be criticised for their treatment of V. up to 22/12. No evidence of behaviour by V. from which ACM in particular could reasonaby conclude he was likely to s and s-h...
Regarding 22/12: points -

- Those involved at the time did not have benefit of the hindsight now being employed in this exceptionally detailed review.
-Cause of death and whether act or omission contributed -  series of steps taken to address problems of V.'s presence on pole. Conceded duty of care owed - Coroner will consider question of plan etc. But submission by Dean of contribution must be rejected - what was done did fulfill duty of care - plan was adopted that was appropriate and adequate for circumstances. ' Not establshed that anything that was not done that could have been done would have prevented this most unfortuante event.'

Has set out series of steps for Coroner to assess: re last point - not established that V. would have responded any better to police negotiators. Or to receipt of a letter. Or that police would have come if called. Or that he  would have responded in his own language. Or that he could not communicate with people who spoke to him. Or to pastor etc. Or that such could have been brought... In short, these matters are brought up with benefit of 3 years' hindsight, therefore not established that a different plan would have produced a different result. Therefore 1) the response was adequate; 2) it was planned. And even if neither the case, would not have made any difference. Therefore ACM and DIMIA staff in clear.

As to suicide or not - certainly a deliberate jump - as per Mr Parkes - no further evidence to show intention to cause 'self-death'. Many competing hypotheses other than suicide: eg intending to cause sufficient injury to ensure stay in Australia, to buy time etc.
(Informed family do not accept V. intended to kill himself.)

Re Prof Mullen - written report admits can be not always possible to predict self-harm, but made critical comments of ACM, becoming emotionally involved on cross-examination. Judgement affected? Coroner should prefer the writen report [Coroner suggests Shepherd's persistence may have 'got up M's nose ...']

- Training for ACM staff: a general response to what counsel for famiy has said - there is direct evidence for ACM and DIMIA staff  (unfortunate that TT could not be interviwed except via video link - would have expresses views on eg. question of plan) - no dispute all had been trained, and that this included management of s and s-h - detailed material presented. Dean says how could they have missed the signs and therefore a breach of duty of care occurred; answer : people who were trained and were sincere did not perceive any signs because of the difficulty of doing so in such circumstances and inherent difficulty of formulating and implementing a response.

[Interchange between lawyers re this written submision and treatment of Prof Mullen's report...]

Dr Freckleton - for Kerrie-Anne Merriman

Ms Merriman was a compliance officer with case management duties - first involved 22 Aug - interviwed V. with interpreter - bridging visa application. V had lived in Australia for 17 years and used to life here - Tonga a poor country, he had a de facto partner here...This was a substantial interview - there was nothing out of the ordinary - she formed view in general terms as to how he was presenting - a quiet man in reasonable spirits, religious, nothing to give cause for concern.
Decisions adverse - further i/v not significantly different. By now a number of adverse effects especially regarding V.'s future in Australia. She provided the file to Mr Italiano 
(escort officer) on 13/12 re removal. This was end of her responsibilities.
M has undergraduate degree in psychology - not qualified to register as a psychologist - only case management.

Next contact with V. 4/12 - spoke by phone - V. said he was prepared to get on to plane - was disappointed - would have preferred Sydney - not angry. Quiet. She had no concerns as a result.

Further contact with case on 22/12 - would not normally have had this contact in the circumstances and was actually concerned with another matter. At 9.30 Mr Italiano phoned head office to report dispute re V. There was no suggestion she should do anything about it.
At 10.30 took personal call from 'Rocky' - worried - didn't ask her to do anything - but knew she had had dealings with V. - nothing obvious she could do. She had no particular relation except as prior decision maker. She was at MIDC to interview a minor - was alerted V. was still on pole - it was suggested she should join the 'team' - felt v. uncomfortable about it - not equipped to deal - v. hesitant, no relevant skills etc. and had signed off on case. She was away from head office visiting centre by permission as any other visitor - there were other senior officers present. Plus she had observed V. sitting quietly, apparently joking and laughing. No rason for concern or to think situation not under control. So she carried out her own business. Regarding [her view of] his personality - no forewarning whatever that he was going to respond as he did. 'Rocky' did not tell her V. wanted to talk to her. She was worried and agonised over whether she could have done anything - and still is - she was the person who had made the adverse decision. Thus it would be quite against the evidence to conclude that Ms M was to blame in  any of her conduct - cf Prof Mullen on unqualified persons....


Shepherd - for ACM

Accepts what Bell has said re blamelessness of ACM ...
Rejects what Dean (and Rosen) have said ...
ACM appreciates what occurred was a tragedy for family
Specifies two periods: 1) pre scaling the pole
			     2) period on pole.

1) V. had been assessed under a system which Prof Mullen described as relatively standard and [which had] served the system well. Prof Mullen accepts that ACM officers not expected to make diagnosis - to rely on professional advice. Although he had problems with questions on form used by Nurse Phillip who screened V. couldn't say that her decision was wrong - evidence of her experience in correctional enviroment although not a psychiatric nurse. On basis of known history it was reasonable to see V. as having no psychiatric symptoms or being at risk. Mr Smits had experience but did not pick up any signs - didn't pass any to ACM - the form relating to removal has notes on behaviour etc - no concern expressed. V. didn't disclose anything to staff but did to detainees - a common problem in correctional environment ... Therefore ACM entitled to rely on existing procedures. V. was not at risk just because he was up the pole - he had shown agility in climbing, and simply remaining there quite an athletic achievemnt. Not concerned by the height etc.
No officer remarked behaviour on the pole causing concern. Evidence of Nicole Mulligan - recalled to give evidence re training, but original evidence says he was arranging to transfer money - his demeanour on 19th calm, no cause for concern. Prof Mullen referred to benefit of hindsight - unfair to blame now.

Previous to [cross-examination] Prof Mullen no focus on 'plan' (Coroner interrupts - had been in his mind, if not under this name)
No-one formed the relevant view [ie that V. was at risk], therefore HRAT not activated.
On the threat to jump  [mattresses etc] - V. wanted a letter, so no grounds to activate HRAT ...
The demand for a letter was non-negotiable - so not viewed as matter suggesting mediation.
Argues Coroner should consider only whether a given person did something, not whether a decision was reasonable. Discussion of this ...
If training was inadequate this would reflect not on staff but on ACM.

Analogy between correctional and detention environments - decisions have to be made promptly etc. [Coroner speaks of 'viewing at the coalface'] S. says the Law is supportive of decision makers - Coroner  - 'so long as decision is reasonable.'

Back to Prof Mullen - re resources. TT and Randich and Merriman required to attend to other matters - couldn't  attend only to this.

Analogy to situation of 'hot appendix' ..
Claims Randich 'brainstormed' options ...
Says sitution managed dynamically and proactively - refers to TT's contacts as per evidence, also re K-A Merriman called on by TT.

Decision not to initiate Operation Clam is evidence of plan. Next step would have been to contact Steve Russell [state manager] to get [some sort of] letter - if not, would have contacted partner etc. (Goes through TT's evidence to show there was a plan ...)

Submits training was adequate.
Helen Flores highly trained and experienced. Offered V. a cigarette and spoke to him.
TT put more training in place when he became centre manager to ensure staff properly trained.

V. showed no risk behaviours even after scaling pole.

DIMIA has ultimate responsibility but centre management was in charge.

Reference to intent to cause enough injury to get to stay - legal references...

Trying to avoid adverse finding - repeal of 'contribution clause' again...
Re family recommendations - these are reflected in current procedures, so OK ('erring on side of caution' etc)

Coroner winds up - thanks to translator - will not bring in finding of suicide - deliberate descent 'may have intended injury for whatever reason.' "I would hope that the family - I am satisfied - are satisfied that there has been, that I have concluded a full comprehensive investigation into the tragic death of Mr Tanginoa. [There has been] no whitewash. In my finding I will not make a finding that Mr Tanginoa committed suicide. Other thanks. Will resume hopefully relatively shortly.












	


